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ABSTRACT
Mammographic breast density is a strong risk factor for breast cancer. Studies on imaging dose in mammography
have primarily focused on imaging quality and diagnostic accuracy, while little work has been done on
understanding its effect on the estimation of breast density. Studies on the effect of dose on mammographic density
estimation can be useful in dose reduction for the purpose of density estimation and monitoring. In this study, we
investigate the dependence of percent area (PD%) and volumetric (VD%) breast density estimation on imaging dose
using an anthropomorphic breast phantom (Rachel, Gammex). A set of digital mammograms were obtained with a
GE Senographe 2000D FFDM system, using 220 unique combinations of different imaging physics, namely
target/filter, kVp and mAs. Specifically, 8 different mAs settings were defined as corresponding to 10%, 20%, 40%,
70%, 100%, 150%, 200% and 300% of 1.8 mGy reference average glandular dose (AGD) for standard phototimed
exposure. Breast density was estimated using fully-automated FDA-cleared software (Quantra v.2.0, Hologic Inc.).
The obtained estimates were analyzed to study the effect of the imaging dose, using ANOVA and linear regression.
Results show that there is a statistically significant dependence of density estimation on x-ray imaging dose
(p-value=0.014 and <0.001 for PD% and VD%, respectively), while the actual variation of the estimation across the
different levels of dose is relatively low (standard deviation of 2.87% and 0.66% for PD% and VD% respectively),
the differences could be significant when breast density measures are used for risk estimation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mammographic density refers to regions of brightness in the x-ray image associated with fibroglandular tissue, and
is a strong independent risk factor for breast cancer (1, 2). For the purpose of screening and diagnosis, breast density
is also correlated with the difficulty of detecting cancers in mammography due to the fact that cancer lesions may be
masked by dense tissues (2). Significant work has been done in recent years estimating mammographic density has
been conducted in recent years (3-5), and its correlation with the risk for breast cancer (6-9). Therefore,
understanding the impact of varying radiation doses used in acquire mammographic images on the resultant
estimatation of breast density is essential.
Due to the potential harm to patients undergoing breast cancer screening with mammography, the issue of radiation
is a major concern in the design and evaluation of mammography systems. Studies related to dose in mammography
have primarily focused on image quality and diagnostic accuracy of radiologists. Samei et al. studied the
relationship between radiation dose and observer accuracy in the detection of simulated lesions for digital
mammography (10), concluding that dose reduction has modest effect on diagnostic accuracy. Huda et al. studied
the effect of x-ray tube voltage (kVp) and exposure time (mAs), two important parameters related to exposure, on
image quality characteristics (11). It has also been shown that characteristics of image contrast, digital signal
intensity, and image contrast to noise ratio (CNR) can be modified by imaging physics including imaging dose
(mAs) (11). Desponds developed a computer simulation to study the effect of anode/filter materials on image quality
and dose, and it was found that tungsten anode with a rhodium filter allowed a dose reduction without a significant
degradation of image quality (12). In a study comparing the image quality using different target/filter materials, it
was concluded units with tungsten anodes achieved the lowest patient doses (13).
Similar to the efforts to reduce the radiation dose while maintaining image quality in mammography systems, it is of
interest to study whether meaningful and robust estimation of breast density can be obtained at lower radiation dose
levels. This would be useful for reducing the radiation dose to women, for example when monitoring changes in
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Figure 1. The original digital mammogram of the Rachel breast phantom (a), and sample mammograms obtained with
different dose levels of (b) 10%, (c) 100%, and (d) 300% of the reference AGD. Target/filter is Rh/Rh at 28 kV.

breast density as response to chemoprevention or acquiring baseline density measures for subsequently triaging
women to the most appropriate modality for screening (e.g., planar mammography versus whole-breast ultrasound
and/or tomosynthesis). Although the effect of the imaging dose on image quality has been extensively studied in the
literature, to our knowledge, there is limited work on investigating the effects of varying doses on the estimation of
mammographic density, which is a strong risk factor for breast cancer. This could be particularly useful for women
at high risk of breast cancer for whom excessive or frequent mammographic screening would be inappropriate.
In this work, we investigate the dependence of area and volumetric breast density estimation on the radiation dose
used for digital mammography imaging, using an anthropomorphic breast phantom. Breast phantoms have been
used in many imaging studies, especially where multiple exposures may be required (14-16). With the same breast
phantom, multiple images are obtained using different settings of target/filter material, kVp and mAs. Subsequently,
mammographic densities are estimated using an FDA cleared computational tool, which can provide objective and
consistent density estimation results, compared with human readers who typically suffer from inter- and intra- reader
variation (3-4). Quantitative analysis using ANOVA and logistic regression is conducted to investigate the
dependency of density estimation on imaging physics and whether any such dependency is statistically significant.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
An anthropomorphic breast phantom (“Rachel”, Model 169, Gammex RMI, Madison, WI) was used in our
experiments. This phantom was designed for the evaluation of imaging systems (17), based on a mammogram of a
real patient (18). The phantom’s original design was based on a composite of two layers of numerically milled
Lucite, aligned over a digital printed mercury-enhanced film. The commercial version of the phantom is made from
a numerically milled negative mold injected with BR-12 breast tissue equivalent plastic, aligned over a mercuryenhanced film. The low-frequency information of large tissue structures is simulated by the shaped plastic, while
high-frequency information is contained in the film. In addition to the simulated breast, a grayscale stepwedge and
resolution line pairs are included with the phantom. The simulated breast is primarily fatty with scattered
fibroglandular tissue (18). A sample mammogram of this breast phantom is shown in Figure 1(a).
Images were acquired with a full-field digital mammography (FFDM) system (Senographe 2000D, General Electric
Health Care, Chalfont St. Giles, UK), compliant with MQSA. Images were acquired in 220 unique combinations of
exposure settings. A range of possible combinations of target/filter materials (Rh/Rh, Mo/Rh, Mo/Mo), kV (25-34
kV), and mAs settings were tested. For each target/filter and kV combination, a reference mAs was determined as
the setting required to yield an average glandular dose (AGD) of 1.8 mGy for a standard phototimed exposure. Eight
mAs settings were then defined relative to the reference mAs: 10%, 20%, 40%, 70%, 100%, 150%, 200%, and
300%. Images were acquired consistently from low to high mAs, in order to reduce the presence of residual signal
intensity from previous acquisitions. The system limits the use of Mo filter to a maximum of 32 kV. Rh/Rh at 25
kV, 26 kV, and 27 kV were limited to a maximum of 150%, 200%, and 200% of the reference mAs, respectively,
due to anode heating restrictions. The phantom was centered at a constant distance from the chest wall edge of the
detector. Two images were acquired with each unique exposure combination, yielding a total of 440 images. Three
representative mammograms obtained with kV=28 and different dose levels (mAs) values are shown in Figure 1(b)(d). For illustration purposes, the mammograms are cropped to highlight the main breast tissue region.
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Figure 2. Scatter plot of density estimation results from each two images obtained with same imaging techniques:
PD% (Left) and VD% (Right), essentially illustrating the dependence of density estimation on imaging noise.
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Figure 3. Effect of dose on estimation of PD% and VD%. The estimated densities are fitted with Gaussian
distributions and the corresponding probability distribution functions (PDFs) are shown on the right.

For density estimations, a fully-automated and FDA-cleared software was used for percent area (PD%) and
volumetric (VD%) breast density estimation (QuantraTM v2.0, Hologic Inc.). The algorithm is based on the widely
validated Highnam & Brady method (20), adapted for digital mammography (21). Briefly, the software estimates the
thickness of the fibroglandular tissue above each pixel in the image to compute the total volume of fibroglandular
tissue in the breast, yielding the estimation of volumetric percentage (21). The estimation is derived based on
physical parameters for the breast and the imaging system, and imaging physics of individual exposures, such as the
attenuation coefficients for breast tissue, the x-ray spectra for the target material, kVp, mAs and breast thickness.
Compared with human readers who typically suffer from inter- and intra- reader variability in density assessment,
such automated computational algorithms can be beneficial for generating breast density estimation results in an
objective and consistent way. To avoid potential interference to density estimation, the area of the phantom
container box in the image was filled with Gaussian noise with statistics same as that of the background, prior to the
analysis of a given image.
Statistics for the difference in density estimation for each two images obtained with same imaging settings were
summarized to investigate whether density estimation is sensitive to imaging noise. The average of the estimated
density for the two images with the same imaging physics was then used for further analysis on the effect of imaging
dose on density estimation. To study the variation of the density estimation across different imaging dose, analysis
of variance (ANOVA) was performed, to test if the dependence of density estimation is significant, with a p-value
threshold of 0.05. Univariate linear regression was also applied to study the linearity of the dependence of density
estimation on imaging dose.
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3. RESULTS
Percent area (PD%) and volumetric (VD%) breast density were estimated from all 440 phantom images, two for
each of the 220 different exposure settings. Figure 2 shows scatter plot of the estimated densities from each two
images with same imaging settings. The difference of the density estimation for each of the two images obtained
with same imaging setting is calculated. For PD%, the mean and standard deviation of this estimated difference is
0.19% and 1.23% respectively, while for VD%, the mean and standard deviation of this estimated difference is
0.06% and 0.37% respectively. The estimated densities for the two images with same settings were averaged for
further analysis. Among all the 220 imaging settings, the mean/standard deviation of the estimated PD% and VD%
are 15.79%/2.96%, and 8.08%/0.72%, respectively.

Volume of dense tissue (cm3)

Figure 3 shows the trend of the estimation result when the dose was varied, and for each specific dose, the error bars
represent the standard deviation of the estimation when the kV and target/filter material were varied, for all three
target/filter material settings. For the reference 1.8 mGy dose, the average (±std) of the estimated phantom PD%
is15.528%±2.81% and VD% is 8.02%±0.65%, across the different settings of kVp and target/filter materials. Across
all the dose settings, the overall average PD% and VD% are 15.85% and 8.09% respectively. The average of the
standard deviations of PD% estimation is 2.87%, and for VD% the average standard deviation is 0.66%. The
histograms on the right show the PDFs (probability distribution density) of Gaussian distributions fitted to the
estimated densities. The ANOVA yielded p-values of 0.014 and <0.001 for PD% and VD% respectively, which
indicates that there is statistically significant dependence of density estimation (for both PD% and VD%) on dose.
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Figure 4. Effect of dose on estimation of VFG (a) and VB (b). The estimated volumes are fitted with Gaussian
distributions and the corresponding probability distribution functions (PDFs) are shown on the right of each plot.
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For PD%, the linear regression yielded a p-value=0.001 with slope coefficient of -0.72, and R2=0.051. For VD%, the
linear regression yielded a p-value<0.001 with slope coefficient of -0.31, and R2=0.15. Further, the estimation
results of the absolute volume of fibroglandular (e.g., dense) tissue and the volume of the breast (with respect to the
radiation dose) are shown in Figure 4(a) and (b), respectively.

4. DISCUSSION
Our results suggest that digital mammography breast density estimation is statistically significantly dependent on
radiation dose. However, the actual magnitude of variation of the estimated density is relatively low, compared to
the standard categories [e.g., BIRADs or Boyd scale (1)] that are commonly considered in clinical practice.
Therefore, lower doses could be potentially acceptable for the purpose of density assessment and monitoring, for
example to determine density changes during and after chemoprevention interventions for high-risk women or when
baseline density measures are needed to triaging women with dense breast to the most appropriate modality for
screening (e.g., digital mammography versus whole-breast ultrasound and/or tomosynthesis).
The results from linear regression show an interesting trend for the density estimation when the radiation dose is
varied. Specifically, the coefficients from the linear regression are all negative, which means that the estimation for
both the absolute and density measurements decrease when the radiation dose increases. This may be attributed to
the fact that a higher dose will result in more tissue penetration with the resultant digital mammographic image
saturated, particularly in the peripheral region of the breast area, as shown in Figure 1(d). This effect may bias the
estimation algorithm which will tend to treat the overpenetrated peripheral fibroglandular tissues as fat rather than
density, causing the estimation of VFG, PD% and VD% to be lower with higher levels of radiation dose, as shown
in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Similarly, the over saturation due to high radiation dose may also lead to under-estimation
of the breast volume, which can be seen from Figure 1(d) as well.
By comparing the plots for VB and VFG in Figure 4, it is interesting to note that their estimations are moderately
correlated. An average correlation coefficient of 0.58 was obtained on the estimated VB and VFG for all imaging
settings. This might also explain the relatively small variation of the estimated volumetric density as shown in
Figure 3, which is calculated as the ratio of the volume of dense tissue to the whole breast. It is observed that with
radiation dose higher than 100% of AGD, the drop of VFG and VB estimation is quite clear, while the estimated
density tends to remain stable. This observation suggests that the density estimation is less affected by varying
radiation dose, due to the fact that the radiation dose has similar or correlated effects on VFG and VB.
Our conclusions may be limited in the following aspects. First, only a phantom breast with low breast density was
used in this work. This is because it would be challenging to perform similar analysis with real clinical exposures
and data, as such an approach may not be appropriate for this kind of sequential imaging studies where multiple
imaging exposures are required and could cause excessive radiation, inappropriate for imaging women. Also, it
would be more reasonable to experiment with breast phantoms at different levels of density instead of one phantom
with low density. This may be an extension of this work when more suitable imaging phantoms are available.
Further, only one density estimation tool was used. Future work could also include the evaluation of additional
density estimation algorithms in this setting, and it allows more systematic investigation for the relative robustness
(of density estimation results) against imaging physics and radiation dose.

5. CONCLUSION
We investigated the dependency of density estimation on x-ray imaging dose, using an anthropomorphic breast
phantom, and FDA-cleared software. It was found that the variations in the estimation of density are limited in terms
of clinically used categories of breast density [BIRADs and Boyd categories (1)], even though the dependence of
density estimation on imaging physics is statistically significant. The relatively small variation of density estimation
with respect to imaging dose suggests that mammography performed at doses lower than AGD may be feasible for
breast density assessment monitoring or for triaging patients by density for various screening modalities. These
results are encouraging, particularly considering that for the purpose of our experiments, both the phantom and the
density estimation software were used outside of their originally intended dose limits and image acquisition settings,
showing relative robustness. Further investigation is currently underway, to also determine the effects of kV and
target/filter combination, also considering the potential limitations of the specific phantom design in terms of energy
dependence.
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